Technical Committee on Healthcare and Medical Systems (TC-HCMS)

First semi-annual meeting 2015
ACC 2015 Chicago
Preliminaries

• Introductions

• Collect attendance
Activities Jan 2015 - June 2015

• Collecting research keywords and adding to the TC webpage
  • Not complete info
  • Better to add a new field

• Defining subgroups (tentative – need your feedback):
  • Disease modeling, identification, prediction, and treatment
  • Medical and healthcare devices and estimation
  • Drugs and therapeutics

• Volunteers to be part of these working groups?
Activities planned for July 2015-Dec. 2015

• Article for CSM (requested by the TAB chair)
  • 500 words
  • Main research topics of the TC
  • Main challenges
  • Example of successful projects
  • Future events
  • Lots of pictures
  • Due August 1
  • Volunteers and intermediate deadlines!
Activities planned for July 2015-Dec. 2015

• Organizing session at ACC 2016
  • Invited
  • Special – NSF, NIH
  • Topic? (Disease modeling, prediction and treatment)
  • Deadline September 10 tentative

• More content on our webpage
  • Books
  • Videos
  • Links to important articles
Other Activities

• Video contest: Deadline is July 21

• Wikipedia project

• Develop special issues for journals

• Organize summer school

• Organize workshops
Next meeting CDC 2015 Japan

• New webpage content

• Minutes of ACC 2015 available on webpage

• Other activities likely to be reported?